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Abstract- Secure password storage is the essential feature in system based on password verification, which is most broadly 

used verification technique, despite its some security weakness. In this paper, a password authentication scheme that is 

designed for secure password storage and could be easily consolidated into present authentication systems. In this framework 

the client enters the plain password which is hashed through the cryptographic hash function such as SHA-256. This hash 

function isthen converted into negative password. Finally using a symmetric-key algorithm such as Advanced Encryption 

Standard the negative password is encrypted into an ENP(Encrypted Negative Password).So this method makes it difficult for 

the intruder to crack the password. ENP method  overcomes pre computation attacks.ENP does not provide extra elements such 

as salt which is one of useful advantage.ENP is the first password protection scheme which integrates cryptographic hash 

function, the negative password and the symmetric-key algorithm in a successful way. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Many user studies and survey have confirmed that people 

can recall graphical password more reliably than text-based 

password over a long period of time. This seems to be the 

main advantage of graphical passwords. Although some 

research exists in the field but there is still no concrete 

evidence to prove whether graphical password in general is 

more or less secure than text-based password. The many 

researchers had put there efforts to make it more secure and 

easy to use by developing different mechanisms. But most of 

the existing methods have shown some significant 

drawbacks, therefore, they are not widely acceptable. The 

question of less implementation of image based 

authentication has to be answered on a case by case basis, 

depending on specific algorithms and implementations.  

 

On contrast, pure recall is retrieval without external cues to 

aid memory. Using recall-based techniques, a user is asked 

to reproduce something that he or she created or selected 

earlier during the registration stage, for example, 

remembering a textual password that one has not written 

down. Pure recall is a harder memory task than recognition. 

Between pure recall and pure recognition there is a different 

form of recollection: cued recall.  

 

The difference is that this technique uses the hash function 

SHA-1, which produces a 20 byte output. This makes the 

authentication secure and requires less memory. However, 

an image file still occupies more space than text even after 

hashing. The authors suggested a possible future 

improvement by providing the persistent storage and this 

could be deployed on the Internet, cell phones and PDA's. 

However, this method still requires users to memorize the 

alphanumeric code for each pass-object variant. For 

example, if there are 4 pictures each with 4 variants, then 

each user has to memorize 16 codes. Although the pass-

objects provide some cues for recalling the codes, it is still 

quite inconvenient. Hong et al. later extended this approach 

to allow user to assign their own codes to pass object 

variants. And shows the log-in screen of this graphical 

password scheme. However, this method still forces user to 

memorize many text strings and therefore suffer from the 

many drawbacks of text-based passwords follows. Although 

the preliminary user studies have shown some promising 

results for the Pass face technique, the effectiveness of this 

method is still uncertain.  

 

Paid to the development of the internet, a huge number of 

online services have come out ,in which password 

verification uses the authentication method and this 

authentication technique is available at low cost. The 

password security always attracts great interest from the 

academia and industry. Without affecting the research 

achievements on security still the passwords are attacked by 

the attacker because of user giving the weak password or by 

repeating the same passwords. The plain passwords are sent 

to password list and later sent to the authentication data table 

from low security password list. Then the plain passwords 

are searched in the look up table, if the password are 

matched in the authentication data table and key in the look 

up table then the attacker can easily login through user name  

and password and could steal sensitive information. To 

overcome the look up table attack the corresponding hashed 

password is determined. By the corresponding hashed 

password the look up table could be quickly constructed and 
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its results is in high success rate. Generally Password 

protection include hashed password, salted password and the 

key stretching. Apart from general password protection  

introduced a password protection scheme called Encrypted 

Negative Password it is based on the Negative Database. 

 

II.RELATED WORK 

 

A. Password Protection Strategies 
1.Hashed Password:- Storing plain password is the ordinary 

scheme, in which the opponent can obtain the authentication 

data table so the passwords are compromised which is its 

main drawback. As the cryptographic hash function is 

infeasible to recover plain password this scheme is best 

suited. The cryptographic Hash function rapidly matches 

data of arbitrary size to fixed size sequence of bits. In this  

technique only hash password are stored in the 

authentication system. hash password scheme cannot 

withstand rainbow table and lookup table attack. In many of 

the application system passwords are recommended to be 

stored in the form of hash format. 

 

2.Salted Password:-Salted password technique is used to 

withstand pre-computation  task.   In this technique the 

series of plain password and a salt are hashed through a 

function  

 

3.Key Stretching:-To withstand dictionary attack, key 

stretching was proposed which converts weak passwords to 

secure password. Key stretching technique is more secure 

against brute-force attack by increasing space and time 

resources. Key stretching uses extra elements such as salt, in 

contrast ENP does not introduce extra element. 

 

B. Negative Database 

Negative Database stores the compression of the compliment 

of a  positive database  denoted as NDB.           denotes the 

universal set of n-bit sequences;          denotes an n-bit  

some of NDB concepts are shown, NDB carry three symbols 

in each entry such as 0,1,*. '0' symbol  the bit '0' and '1' 

matches  the bit '1' ,'*' matches either 0&1 these '0' or '1' is 

known as specified position &'*' is known as unspecified 

position. In an NDB, a series of bits is protected by one 

entry, series of bits are corresponded by the symbols at the 

specified position. If every entry in the (U-DB) is protected 

by an NDB, then the NDB is complete otherwise 

incomplete. The DB is transfigured from the NDB with only 

one entry is known as Single NDB or else known as 

Multiple NDB.  

 

There are two kinds of NDB generation algorithm: 1) Single 

NDBs 2) Multiple NDBs under certain condition these 

generation algorithm are generated among NDB, few are 

hard-to-reverse and others are easy-to-reverse, here we hire 

two easy-to-reverse computes single NDB generation 

algorithm to generate negative password. NDB has been 

used in several fields as a form of negative representation of 

details, such as biometric recognition, authentication and 

information hiding. 

 

To save the real authentication data table, NDB was used as 

an additional protection layer and also used to save the 

biometric data while bearing powerful recognition. One-time 

password protection authentication scheme was proposed 

based on NDB over the authentication method, difficulty of 

reversing the NDB by the protected passwords. By the 

cryptographic hash function and symmetric encryption 

passwords are protected. The authentication is based on the 

comparison of hash value of the plain password from a client 

and hashed password corresponding to some ENP on the 

server. 

 

III.METHODOLOGY 

 

The below figure shows a general block diagram describing 

the activities performed by this project. 

 

The entire architecture has been implemented in nine 

modules which we will see in high level design and low 

level design in later chapters. 

 

 
Fig. 1 

 

Registration phase 

Ontheclientside,auserentershis/herusernameandpassword.Th

en,theusernameandplainpasswordaretransmittedtotheserverth

roughasecurechannel;Ifthereceivedusernameexistsintheauthe

nticationdatatable,“Theusernamealreadyexists!”isreturned,w

hichmeansthattheserverhasrejectedtheregistrationrequest,and

theregistrationphaseisterminated;otherwise,gotoStep(3); 
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Fig. 2 

 

The received password is hashed using the selected 

cryptographic hash function;The hashed password is 

converted into a negative password using an NDB 

generation algorithm  

 

The negative password is encrypted to an ENP using the 

selected symmetric-key algorithm, where the key is the hash 

value of the plain password. Here, as an additional option, 

multi-iteration encryption could be used to further enhance 

passwords; 

The username and the resulting ENP are stored in the 

authentication data table and “Registration success” is 

returned, which means that the server has accepted the 

registration request 

 

Authentication phase 

 
Fig. 3 

 

On the client side, a user enters his/her username and 

password. Then, the username and plain password are 

transmitted to the server through a secure channel; 

If the received username does not exist in the authentication 

data table, then “Incorrect username or password!” is 

returned, which means that the server has rejected the 

authentication request, and the authentication phase is 

terminated; otherwise, go to Step (3); 

Search the authentication data table for the ENP 

corresponding to the received username; 

The ENP is decrypted (one or more times according to the 

encryption setting in the registration phase) using the 

selected symmetric-key algorithm, where the key is the hash 

value of the plain password; thus, the negative password is 

obtained; 

If the hash value of the received password is not the solution 

of the negative password then “Incorrect username or 

password!” is returned, which means that the server has 

rejected the authentication request, and the authentication 

phase is terminated; otherwise, “Authentication success” is 

returned, which means that the server has accepted the 

authentication request 

 

ENP-as-a-Service 

This portal enables the owner of the product to share the 

solution we have proposed to the external applications. The 

user just have to add a new client by entering the client‟s 

email ID. The portal will then generate the Client Identifier 

and the unique PIN and sends it across an email to the client. 

The client will also get the API details which has to be 

invoked to consume the web services we are exposing. The 

client identifier and the client PIN are mandatory to be 

included in each client request.  

 

 
Fig. 4 

 

Basically, two APIs are been exposed to the external clients 

 Registration Service 

 Verification Service 

 

These APIs are exposed as a RESTFul web services.  

REST stands for REpresentational State Transfer. 

REST is web standards based architecture and uses HTTP 
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Protocol. It revolves around resource where every 

component is a resource and a resource is accessed by a 

common interface using HTTP standard methods. REST was 

first introduced by Roy Fielding in 2000.In REST 

architecture, a REST Server simply provides access to 

resources and REST client accesses and modifies the 

resources. Here each resource is identified by URIs/ global 

IDs. REST uses various representation to represent a 

resource like text, JSON, XML. JSON is the most popular 

one. 

 

A web service is a collection of open protocols and 

standards used for exchanging data between applications or 

systems. Software applications written in various 

programming languages and running on various platforms 

can use web services to exchange data over computer 

networks like the Internet in a manner similar to inter-

process communication on a single computer. This 

interoperability (e.g., between Java and Python, or Windows 

and Linux applications) is due to the use of open standards. 

Web services based on REST Architecture are known as 

RESTful web services. These webservices uses HTTP 

methods to implement the concept of REST architecture. A 

RESTful web service usually defines a URI, Uniform 

Resource Identifier a service, provides resource 

representation such as JSON and set of HTTP Methods. 

 

Usage Statistics 

This portal enables the users of the product to get access to 

the usage statistics of the clients on the APIs they have 

shared with them. Fundamentally, each and every clients 

request access through the RESTFul webservice will be 

logged into the database. 

 
Fig. 5 

 

The owner of the product will then be shown with a 

cumulative report of the numbers of times each APIs have 

been consumed by each client. This report is useful 

especially when the owner of the product wants to charge 

the clients over pay-as-you-go model., 

 

Generation Algorithm 
Input: A password String „str‟ 

Step 1: Compute the Hash code of the input String „str‟ 

using SHA256 Algorithm 

 hashStr sha256(str) 

Step 2: Convert the „hashStr‟ into binary format 

 binaryStrstrToBinary(hashStr) 

Step 3: Compute the Random permutation of „binaryStr‟ 

 permutedBitsrandomPermutation(binaryStr) 

Step 4: 

m permutedBits.length 

ndb[]  empty[m] 

for  i 0 to m with step size of 1 

 x[]  CREATESYMBOLS(m); 

 for j  0 to i with step size of 1 

  x[j] permutedBits.charAt(j); 

 x invertPermutation(x) 

 ndb[i]  x 

 

result[][]  empty[m][m]   

for i 0 to m with step size of 1 

 result[i] AES.encrypt(ndb[i]) 

return result 

 

 

Verification Algorithm 

Input: A password String „str‟ and a negative database „ndb‟ 

Step 1: Compute the Hash code of the input String „str‟ 

using SHA256 Algorithm 

 hashStr sha256(str) 

Step 2: Convert the „hashStr‟ into binary format 

 binaryStrstrToBinary(hashStr) 

Step 3: 

 m binaryStr.length 

 decryptedNDB empty[m][m] 

 k  0 

 for i 0 to m with step size of 1 

  decryptedNDB[k][i] 

AES.decrypt(ndb[i]) 

   k++; 

   

Step 4:  

for i 0 to m with step size of 1 

 if (NUMBEROFSP(ndb[i])  != i) 

  return false; 

Step 5: 

X[]  empty[m] 

for i 0 to m with step size of 1 

 index INDEXOFSP(ndb[i]) 

 x[index] ndb[i][index] 

 for j  i+1 to m with step size of 1 

  ndb[j][index] = „*‟ 

 

if (hash == x)  return true 

else return false 
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IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

Stronger security algorithm which provides resistance to 

various kind of attacks including dictionary attacks and 

look-up table attack .No extra burden on programmers for 

configuring more parameters and it is simple and convenient 

to use 

 

A scheme for password security is known as ENP, the 

authentication of password structure is dependent on ENP, 

the data given  for the table are ENP. Later the attack has 

been examined and estimated by salted password, key 

stretching, ENP ,hashed password. Therefore the ENP 

provide us with secure password protection downward the 

dictionary attack. For a better password security in addition 

with ENP another NDB generation algorithm can be 

introduced. 
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